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We have grappled with the new reality of the Coronavirus, COVID19 since March 2020 and we have slowly adapted to the new
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This year has been challenging (to say the least) and we endured
losses in more ways than one. We hope that you will get all the
courage and strength to keep going. As we round up an unexpected
year, we would like to say thank you, siyabonga, tinotenda. We
deeply appreciate all your support and participation in our activities.
To our social media followers, others who drop us messages, we
value and recognise you. There is a richness that each one of you
adds to LACEP 2. The dedication and commitment displayed by
Local Authorities to soldier on during these unprecedented times
has been inspiring.
On behalf of the implementing partners, the Municipal Development
Partnership for Eastern and Southern Africa and VNG International,
we wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

Keep in touch with the LACEP 2 project:
Email: lacepzimbabwe@gmail.com
Web: virtualcampus.mdpafrica.org.zw/lacep
Twitter: LACEP ZW
Facebook: Local Authorities Capacity Enhancement Project

LACEP 2 IN 365 DAYS: TAKING STOCK
AS WE APPPROACH THE END OF 2020, WE INTROSPECT AND PLAN FOR THE UPCOMING YEAR. THE
DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC SLOWED DOWN IMPLEMENATTION BUT WITH THE
SUPPORT FROM MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT PUBLIC WORKS AND MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COUPLED WITH UNWAVERING COMMITMENT FROM THE LOCAL
AUTHORITIES WE ARE PELASED TO SHARE SOME OF OUR KEY HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2020.

Strengthening Public Finance Management
(PFM), Integrated Financial Management
Information Systems (IFMIS) and Revenue
Collection in 5 Local Authorities
LACEP 2 has been supporting 5 LAs (Redcliff,
Lupane, Mwenezi, Zibagwe and Mangwe) to
strengthen PFM, IFMIS and revenue collection
systems in a bid to improve service delivery and
improve the accountability of public resources. To
date we have supported the LA’s through the
MoLGPW and MoFED handholding support in the
implementation of the new 10-digit chart of
accounts (COA) and programme based budgeting
(PBB). In addition, LACEP is providing direct
support to the LAs in specific areas unique to
them. The mentoring, and on-the-job coaching
support commenced with a roll-out training in
clusters of all LA’s in 2019, however it was
realized that most LA’s still faced challenges in
implementing the reforms on their own, hence the
support through Government by using the 5 LA’s
as a pilot through the handholding model. During
handholding sessions, the service providers are
also acquainted with the new PFMS requirements
to enable them to programme their systems
accordingly.

Procurement of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) Software for IFMIS and Hardware

ERP Handover at Mwenezi RDC

LACEP 2 has to-date supported 3 out of the 5 LA’s
in procuring ERP software and hardware, a total
budget of €75,000 has been aside for the LA’s and
to date €48,000 has been disbursed, the
remaining budget will be exhausted in the coming
year. The LA’s have also provided own financing
for their systems upgrade, with the biggest source
being the devolution funds which were disbursed
by national government to local authorities.
Continuous capacity building will be provided to
ensure the software and hardware are fully utilized
to achieve the intended results.
Development of Accounting Manual for LA’s

ERP Handover at Mwenezi RDC

LACEP 2 has provided technical support to the 5
LA’s through mentoring critical staff in improving
financial accounting and reporting, auditing,
internal policies and procedures and governance
issues which are evidently affecting their
compliance with PFM best practices.

LACEP 2 has been supporting the MoLGPW
through the Financial Advisory Services unit and
the ALAs in the review and development of the
Accounting manual for local authorities. To date
support towards the review of the two existing
(urban and rural) manuals, consolidation and
development of a draft framework has been done,
the draft will be discussed during a technical group
writing session scheduled to take place in January
2021.
A guideline to the new chart of accounts is a
handbook which the project has planned to
support, this could close the gap on delays in
implementation especially for those LA’s who may
not have adequate access to the ministry mentors

who are supporting the process and in the long
term for those who may need a reference
resource as LA’s comply to the new reforms.

Authorities were brought every week with the aim
of sharing experiences from various contexts and
allowing listeners to understand how the Council
Budget works.

Training Seminar for LA Internal Auditors
The internal audit unit was identified as a key
function which requires capacity building in LA’s,
the project has in collaboration with the MoLGPW
developed a draft programme and training
modules for the delivery of such a training. The
Internal Auditor’s Forums have been engaged and
planning will continue to seek suitable timing and
finalization of the training materials. One-on-One
support will be given to the 5 Local Authorities to
ensure they are audit ready and have up to date
clean audits at the end of the project.

The Project has set aside a budget to support the
development of a Guide to Budgeting for Citizens
and Local Government Practitioners, an initiative
driven by the Ministry.
Processes have
commenced through the leadership of the CDs
and engagement of a Consultant who will support
the development of resources which include an Ebook, documentaries and media productions have
commenced.
Support to Service Level Benchmarking (SLB)
The project continues to support activities around
SLB, however these have been stalled due to the
COVID-19 lockdown since March 2020. However,
Lupane and Redcliff are being supported in
implementing at least one area of their
Performance Improvement Plans, both councils
requested support in the training and
implementation of
Geospatial Information
Systems (GIS). LACEP 2 has engaged SIRDC
who are providing this technical support to the 2
LA’s. The 3 Rural Local Authorities identified key
service delivery areas to implement together with
residents and the project will support them in
implementing the Service Delivery Improvement
Plan through grants amounting to €5,000 each.
Supporting the Women in Local Government
Forum (WILGF)

ERP Handover at Zibagwe RDC with DDC

Citizen Engagement Support
Capacity building programmes on Participatory
Budgeting and Citizen Engagement to Improve
Revenue Collection in LA’s have been provided to
Mwenezi, Mangwe and Zibagwe RDCs. The
programmes have been demand driven by the
LA’s and training has been scaled up to
Councillor’s and Management.
Bulawayo City Council in partnership with LACEP
2 has been delivering some radio programmes to
engage with residents and stakeholders on
budgeting matters. LACEP 2 has provided
financial resources for 10 radio session on SKYZ
Metro FM, which are broadcast every Thursday at
19.30hrs. Various panelists from other Local

Through the ARDCZ, LACEP 2 has supported the
development and review of a draft Constitution for
the WILGF-Rural. A capacity building workshop
was also supported for the National Executive. In
October 2020, LACEP 2 in partnership with
ARDCZ and Women in Politics Support Unit
(WIPSU) supported the delivery of national
provincial dialogue session with Rural Councils
WILGF as they developed an advocacy position
and consolidated views on position towards
lobbying for a 50/50 and women’s Quota for local
government which will be presented to His
Excellency The President of the Republic of
Zimbabwe at an Indaba scheduled for December
2020 in Victoria Falls.

LACEP 2 SUPPORTS LUPANE LOCAL
BOARD IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SERVICE DELIVERY CHARTER
THE SERVICE DELIVERY CHARTER CAPTURES THE DETAILS OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT BETWEEN
LUPANE LOCAL BOARD AND ITS RESIDENTS. THE CHARTER DESCRIBES THE MINIMUM LEVEL OF
EXPECTED SERVICES IN TERMS OF QULAITY, PROCESS, TIME AND COSTS THAT THE LOCAL
AUTHORITY COMMITS TO DEILVER TO ITS RESIDENTS.

Lupane, the provincial capital of Matabeleland
North is the home to Lupane Local board which
was established in March 2007. The Local
Board currently has no wards; the Local
Authority’s area of jurisdiction constitutes part
of ward 15 of neighbouring Kusile Rural District
Council. The lack of clarity on Lupane Local
Board’s boundaries has bred conflict with its
neighbouring LA as it remains unclear to whom
Lupane Local Board should provide services,
most importantly from whom it should collect
revenue. In addition, the Local Authority does
not have substantive Heads of Departments in
key positions, the Local Authority has interim
staff members for some of their positions. With
Local Authorities being the tier closest to the
community, it exists to provide a myriad of
services for citizens in their areas of jurisdiction.
Resultantly, the staff complement has
implications on the Local Authority’s ability to
effectively and efficiently fulfil its mandate.

Mr. David Matumbike facilitating the session

The Lupane Local Board Service Delivery
Charter development process was demanddriven. With support from LACEP 2, the Service
Delivery charter was developed through a
consultative process involving 3 stages, namely
inception of departmental service standards
and targets by the Lupane Local Board Heads
of Departments, stakeholder consultation to
match standards with stakeholder expectations
and finally the compilation and validation of the
charter document. Consultations lasting 2 days
took place in September 2020 organised by
Lupane Local Board, with support from LACEP
2. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the
consultations were restricted to 50 participants
and they were well attended. The output of the
SDC stakeholder Engagement Workshop was
an agreement on the service standards and
targets as presented. The different parties to
the agreement also discussed and agreed on
their respective obligations in the agreement
and decided on the monitoring and evaluation
plan that set the review to take place annually.
There was a general change of attitude on the
relationship between the Local Board and its
Stakeholders as stakeholders appreciated
being included the charter development
process. The draft Service Delivery Charter will
now be finalized and launched. The
Stakeholders and members of the general
public will be invited to the ceremony to
increase awareness while educating residents
on their obligation to council and what they
should expect in return by way of services,
explanations where they fall short and
justifications for the resources spent.

GEOINFORMATICS
TRAINING
FOR
LUPANE LOCAL BOARD AND REDCLIFF
MUNICIPALITY
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) WILL ENABLE LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO IMPROVE COUNCIL
SERVICES, BETTER ACTION, AND MITIGATE RISING OPERATIONAL COSTS.

In partnership with the Scientific and Industrial Research and Development Centre (SIRDC), LACEP 2
facilitated the training and implementation of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to enhance the
technical and human capacities of Lupane Local Board and Redcliff Municipality in geoinformatics. GIS
is a computer-based technology composed of hardware, software and data used to capture display and
analyse spatial information. Like maps, GIS allows the user to visualize the geographical aspects and
body of data. Unlike traditional maps, GIS can calculate the relationship between a series of datasets
ad make necessary connections between them. This support falls under the Urban Councils’
Association of Zimbabwe (UCAZ) Service Level Benchmarking Performance Improvement Plans (PIPs)
for the 2 LA’s. The Geo-information and Remote Sensing Institute (GRSI) of the Scientific and Industrial
Research and Development Centre (SIRDC) provided the trainings and on-the-job coaching.
Considering the unprecedented Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) reality and how geospatial data is
helping with the battle of COVID-19 in many ways such as tracking infection hot spots, it is apparent
that GIS is helpful to LAs by assisting them to understand community vulnerabilities, population mobility,
and local businesses. GIS will allow the two Local authorities to manage and share spatial information
with staff, residents and stakeholders. In addition, GIS helps LAs to perform routine tasks faster and
with more sophistication that traditional manual methods.
The establishment of skills and the raised level of awareness of the benefits of GIS by Lupane Local
Board and Redcliff Municipality are factors for the successful design and implementation of GIS. We
hope that the partnership between LACEP and SIRDC will enable the LAS to optimize the investment
in GIS and can mean a step closer to a fully integrated GIS system in the two Councils.

Redcliff Municipality team undergoing GIS
training

Lupane Local Board team undergoing GIS
training

INTERNAL AUDIT AND THE DEVOLUTION
AGENDA
Since its inception, the government of the
second republic has particularly directed it’s
efforts to critical areas. This saw an increased
focus on projects in construction and
rehabilitation of schools, health facilities, roads
water and sanitation.
Finance for the projects is being availed
through Intergovernmental fiscal transfers, from
central government to rural district councils
(RDCs) as required by Section 301 of the
Constitution of Zimbabwe.

established to ensure financial, human and
physical resources are managed effectively and
efficiently in the various projects that Councils
implement. With the increased scrutiny from
various stakeholders in the operations of
Councils, we are under necessary obligation to
demonstrate high levels of accountability and
regard
for
economy,
efficiency
and
effectiveness in the use of devolution funds in
the various Districts. The key question that is
often asked is whether Local Authorities are
realizing the vision, mission and desired
outcomes
of
activities/programs
costeffectively.
The internal Audit function is then presented
with a challenge of offering a unique
perspective on the various issues that come
with implementing projects, so that the
organisation is not left wanting in these everchanging times. There is need to provide an
assessment of council operations to ensure that
the processes carry the right balance to ensure
the three Es (Economy, Efficiency and
Effectiveness) are achieved.

From 2019 to date, a total of 427 million dollars
has been disbursed to all 60 RDCs across the
country, for the implementation of these
projects. The projects initiated by the councils
differ across districts and provinces as they
were designed to respond to the various needs
of these communities.
Each department in the local authority has a
crucial role to play in ensuring that the national
vision is achieved as the country aims to attain
an upper-middle-class economy by 2030.
Audits Carried Out During A Calendar:
Several audits are carried out throughout the
year, and these are Financial, Information
Technology, Compliance and Value for Money
(VFM) just to name a few. But the most critical
one when it comes to devolution is the Value
For Money (VFM) audit.
The VFM audit is defined as an objective,
professional and systematic examination of
systems and procedures that management has

The three Es aim to achieve different objectives
in the Council:
•
Economy - Acquisition of project
materials in the appropriate quality and
quantity, at minimum cost.
•
Efficiency – implementing the projects
within the stipulated time frames as spelt out in
the Project
plan.
•
Effectiveness - Extent to which any
Council achieves the intended results, in this
case, the
number
of
commissioned projects in a calendar year.
VFM is about achieving the right balance
between the 3’E’s to reduce wastages,
extravagance and inefficiencies.
However, to ensure that council’s 3 key areas
of social delivery, infrastructure development
and governance are met as spelt out in the
strategic plan and Council Integrated
Performance Agreement (CIPA) there is need

that the following are present in the Internal
Audit function of a Local authority:
Organisational Independence.
The Public Entities Corporate Governance Act
[Chapter 10:31] in Section 239 requires that the
Chief Audit Executive should be at the same
level as other Heads of Departments within any
entity. This is meant to protect the audit function
from intimidation in carrying out its mandate.
This is also useful in carrying out work without
interference be it from various sectors within the
organization, in this case, council.
The Internal Audit (IA) unit should be sufficiently
independent of line management to ensure that
its professional judgements are objective and
impartial. To be effective Internal Auditors need
to have authority and report at a sufficiently
senior level within the council.
IA should take its authority and terms of
reference from the Audit Committee and the
Accounting Officer to whom the Head of
Internal Audit should report and have direct
access.
A formal mandate, Unrestricted Access.
The Audit activities, powers and duties should
be established by a charter adopted by Full
Council.
In the charter, the following will be addressed:
procedures and requirements of reporting and
obligation of staff audited entity to collaborate,
VFM audits should be conducted with complete
and unrestricted access to employees, property
and records as appropriate for the performance
of the assignment with the auditor.

Students on attachment are short term
solutions because after one year they go back
to school with the knowledge they would have
acquired but having staff that is knowledgeable
will result in high-quality output from the
department and hence add value.
The disbursements from central government
are significant and councils need reasonable
assurance that it is being utilised to its best
advantage. So, one cannot perform the VFM
exercise review on their own and expect
Council to rely on their findings as there is a
high risk of substandard work that could have
been done.
Continuous professional development (CDP) is
another key aspect. Regular pieces of training
will ensure that the audit function is keeping up
with the latest trends as the world continues to
evolve daily.
There are many other aspects that can be
encouraged to ensure that maximum value is
added to the organization by the internal audit
function but I believe that if local authorities use
the above as benchmark they will realise the full
potential of the audit function.
By
Gorejena Tapfuma Chiseve
(ACCA-UK) (R.P.Acc (Z) is the current National
Secretary of the Internal Auditors Forum.
He is the head of Audit at Murewa RDC In
Mashonaland East is a full member of the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) (UK) and Institute of Internal Auditors
Zimbabwe (IIAZ) and is a registered Public
Accountant with the Public Accountants and Auditors
Board of Zimbabwe (PAAB).

Sufficient Funding.
Adequate resources should be availed to carry
out the VFM assignment, lack of which will
impact the Auditor’s capacity.
Competent Leadership and Staff.
Due to the increase of work in assessing the
various projects that are being carried out in the
districts, it would be advisable to move away
from internal audit departments that are
manned by an individual. It would be advisable
to recruit a clerk or an assistant, in cognisance
of the local authority’s budgetary ability.

LACEP 2 is funded by the European Union

VICTORIA
FALLS,
ATTAINS CITY STATUS
Victoria Falls, then one of the 11
municipalities in Zimbabwe on 9 December
2020 attained city status to become the 8th city
in Zimbabwe. His Excellency, President
Emmerson Mnangagwa conferred the city
status on Victoria Falls by Proclamation 9 of
2020 which he signed, sealed and gazetted.
Victoria Falls, one of the best tourist
destinations in Africa at a ceremony held in
town which was attended by the Minister of
Local Government and public Works, Minister
of State for Matabeleland North Province Hon.
Richard Moyo, Minister of State for Bulawayo
Metropolitan Province Hon Judith Ncube, other
cabinet ministers and senior government
officials, mayors, chairpersons of UCAZ
member councils, town clerks and town
secretaries.

to make this proclamation, now therefore under
and by virtue of powers vested in the President,
I do by this my proclamation alter the name
Victoria Falls Municipality to Victoria Falls City
and assign the name Victoria Falls to the City
Council,” read the proclamation.
This points to Victoria Falls’ global
competitiveness as a world-renowned tourist
resort city. New hotels are expected to be
established in the town.
Victoria Falls is named after one of the wonders
of the world, the mighty Victoria Falls which are
located about two kilometers from the city
centre on the Zambezi river which borders
Zimbabwe and Zambia. David Livingstone
named the falls after Queen Victoria who was
the British Monarch when he saw the falls in
1855. Victoria Falls is a UNESCO World
Heritage site.
For more information about the City of Victoria
Falls, please follow this link https://vfm.co.zw/.
The following is a brief synthesis of the Victoria
Falls on the UNESCO website:

Minister of Local Gvt Public Works, Hon July
Moyo in Vic Falls 2020
The proclamation, made in terms of the Urban
Councils Act, grants the application made to the
Minister of Local Government and Public Works
for the new status and makes it clear the
required conditions set out in the Act have been
complied with.
“Whereas in terms of Section 141 of the Urban
Councils Act it is provided that a growth point,
unincorporated urban area, local board or
council may apply to the minister in the form
and manner prescribed for a change of its
status. Whereas by section 14(2) of the said
Act, the minister took necessary steps under
the Act to effect the changes applied for and
whereas Section 5 and 6 of the said Act have
been complied with, and I consider it desirable

The Mosi-oa-Tunya/Victoria Falls is the world’s
greatest sheet of falling water and significant
worldwide for its exceptional geological and
geomorphological features and active land
formation processes with outstanding beauty
attributed to the falls i.e. the spray, mist and
rainbows. This transboundary property extends
over 6860 ha and comprises 3779 ha of the
Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park (Zambia), 2340
ha of Victoria Falls National Park (Zimbabwe),
741 ha of the riverine strip of Zambezi National
Park (Zimbabwe). A riverine strip of the
Zambezi National Park extending 9 km west
along the right bank of the Zambezi and islands
in the river are all within the Park as far as Palm
and Kandahar Islands, with the Victoria Falls
being one of the major attractions. The waterfall
stands at an altitude of about 915 m above
mean sea level (a.m.s.l.) and spans to about
1708 m wide with an average depth of 100 m
and the deepest point being 108 m. Sprays from
this giant waterfall can be seen from a distance
of 30 km from the Lusaka road, Zambia and 50
km from Bulawayo road, Zimbabwe. Basalts
have been cut by a river system producing a
series of eight spectacular gorges that serve as
breeding sites for four species of endangered
birds. The basalts of the Victoria Falls World
Heritage property are layered unlike those of
the Giants Causeway World Heritage site which
are vertical and columnar.

For more about the Victoria Falls, please visit
the UNESCO website.

CABINET APPROVES
QUOTA SYSTEM FOR
FEMALE
COUNCILLORS
In a historic move, the Government of
Zimbabwe has approved a quota system for
female councillors at the local government
level. This followed a historic meeting between
female councillors from both urban and rural
district councils and the President held on 9
December 2020 at the Elephant Hills Hotel.
Local government has been experiencing a
steady decline in the number of female
councillors in the past three harmonised
elections 2008, 2013 and 2018. This also
affected Parliament as the number of female
legislators were also declining. Fortunate
enough for parliament, there has been a
legislated quota system in place which was
expiring after the next elections to be held in
2023. An amendment of the constitution of
Zimbabwe extended the quota system in the
national legislature only, leaving out the local
government level.

system at the local level. The campaign paid off
as the Zimbabwe Local Government
Association (ZILGA) managed to invite
President Emmerson Mnangagwa to meet with
female councillors and hear their aspirations
and recommendations.
This was the first such meeting between female
councillors and the State President of the
second republic. The councillors presented
their recommendations which included a 30%
quota system President Mnangagwa accepted
all the recommendations, culminating in the
approval of the recommendations by cabinet
on 15 December 2020. What is left is the
drafting of a law that will enable the
implementation of the quarter system.

UCAZ HOST CHARITY
TOURNAMENT
IN
SUPPORT OF FIRST
LADY
During economic hardships, children are
usually the most affected. Some children end
up living and working on the streets. During the
last few years there has been an increase in the
number of children living on the streets of
almost all the urban centres.
The First Lady, Amai Auxillia Mnangagwa
through her Angels of Hope Foundation where
she is the Patron identified a former refuge
facility, Chambuta situated in Chiredzi in
Masvingo Province as the suitable place to
provide shelter and hope for the disadvantaged
children.
She invited urban local authorities, under
UCAZ, to join her in renovating the facility into
a Children’s home. The Chambuta National
Children’s
Rehabilitation
and
Skills
Development Centre.
A number of local authorities have come
together and adopted houses at the center for
renovation and furnishing.

The Zimbabwe Local Government Association
(ZILGA), after realising that the local
government sector had been left out in the
extension of the quota system by the
constitutional amendment, embarked on an
advocacy campaign to also have a quarter

UCAZ organized a charity golf tournament
which was held at the Elephant Hills Resort in
response to the call of the First Lady where all
the proceeds of the event were channeled
towards the children’s home.

DEVOLUTION FUNDS
SERVICE DELIVERY

TO

IMPROVE

Service delivery by local authorities has improved thanks to the devolution funds allocated by the
government. The 2020 devolution funds which totaled $2.9 billion are being utilised on Replacement of
old pipes, Water reticulation systems, Refuse and waste management for both solid and water waste,
Road construction and Electricity.
The Minister of Local Government and Public Works, Honourable July Moyo in his speech at the UCAZ
79th Annual General Meeting held recently in Victoria Falls called on local authorities to utilize the
devolution funds for social amenities and the non-revenue water challenges. He also pressed for the
promotion of urban regeneration.
With the increasing COVID-19 infections cases both locally and globally, UCAZ, with support from its
partner GIZ has produced Information, Education and Communication (IEC) material. COVID-19
awareness material for display both indoors and outdoors have been produced to raise awareness
among residents about the nature and transmission of COVID-19 and preventive methods.

